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ABSTRACT
The
Lithography model
model (PROLITH)
(PROLITH) isis introduced.
The Positive
Positive Resist Optical Lithography
introduced. The model predicts resist
profiles
profiles for
for submicron
submicron projection,
projection,proximity
proximityand
and contact
contactprinting.
printing. Included
Included are models
models for
for optical
optical
projection
wave effect
effect for
for projection
projection printing,
projection systems,
systems, the
the standing wave
printing, a diffraction
diffraction model
model for contact
contact
printing,
a
kinetic
model
for
the
exposure
printing, kinetic model
exposure reaction,
reaction, and a kinetic model
model of the development
development process.
process.
Also
Also included
included in
in PROLITH are the effects of prebake
prebake conditions
conditions and polychroma
polychromatic
tic exposure.
INTRODUC
TION
INTRODUCTION
Process
Process modeling
modelinghas
has become
becomean
anincreasingly
increasingly important
important tool
tool in
in semiconduc
semiconductor
research and manufactur
tor research
ing. One
One
manufacturing.
of
uses of
of process modeling is to optimize
of the
the most
most important uses
optimize the performance
performance of a process
process for
for smaller
smaller and smaller
dimensions.
The
eventual
production
dimensions. The eventual
of submicron
submicron geometry
geometry devices
devices requires
requires that one
one process
process step
step in
in particular be
pushed
limits: optical
optical lithography.
lithography. If a model
pushed to
to its physical limits:
model is to be useful
useful in predicting
predicting the
of a
the performance
performance
lithography
system, itit must
mustbe
be capable
capable of
of modeling
modeling in the
the submicron
submicron regime.
lithography system,
regime.
Past lithography
lithographymodeling
modelingefforts
efforts have
have centered
centeredaround
aroundthe
thework
workof
ofDill,
Dill, et al,(1)
Past
al,o> which
which models
models projection
projection exposure
and
development of
Othermodels(2)
models^2) have
and development
of positive
positive resists.
resists. Other
have added
added features
features and
and made slight changes,
changes, but
but are
are still
limited
to
projection
lithography
.
The
need for
limited to projection lithography.
for aa model
model for
forcontact
contactprinting
printing has
has been
been expressed by
researchers
(3) and
by
researchers
(3)
could
become
could becomeaalimited
limitedproduction
productionneed.
need. In
In this paper the Positive Resist Optical Lithography
Lithography model (PROLITH) is
introduced. The
The model
model applies not only
only to
to projection
projection printing but to
introduced.
to proximity
proximity and contact
as well.
well. It
contact printing as
incorporates
effects of
development and allows
incorporates the
the effects
of prebake
prebake conditions on exposure and development
allows for
polychroma
tic exposure.
for
polychromatic
PROLITH
is
designed
ive submicron optical lithography
PROLITH is designed to
tobe
beaaversatile,
versatile, comprehens
comprehensive
lithography model.
model.
PROJECTI
ON PRINTING
PROJECTION
Of the
the three
three major
major types
types of
ofoptical
opticallithography
lithography in
in use
use today
today (projection,
(projection, proximity
proximity and
and contact printing), projection
easiest to
to model
model (U).
printing is the easiest
(1.2). This is due to
the intensity
intensity of
to the fact that the
of the
the exposing
exposing radiation
radiation within the
resist I(x,y,z)
I(x,y,z) is separable, ie,
(1)

I(x,y,z) = h(x,y)Is(z)

where Ii(x,y)
Ii(x,y) == the projected image
image intensity on
on the surface of the
the resist film
Is(z)
=
relative
intensity
due to the standing wave effect.
Is(z) relative intensity due
Ii(x,y)
Ii(x,y) isisdependent
dependent only
only on
on the
the projection
projection printer
printer and
and is independen
Is(z) is dependent
independentt of the
the resist.
resist. I,(z)
dependent only
only on
on the resist
system
(with the
system and
and independen
independentt of the projection printer
printer (with
the exception
exception of wavelength)
. Thus,
Thus, the
thetwo
two may
may be calculated
wavelength).
independent
ly.
independently.
Determining
Ii(x,y) requires an analysis
analysis of
of the
the optical
Determining I1(x,y)
optical system
The parameters of
system used
used to
to produce
producethe
theimage.
image. The
importance
of the exposing
exposing radiation,
importance are
are the wavelength of
radiation, A,
A, the numerical
numerical aperture
apertureof
ofthe
theobjective
objective lens,
lens, NA0,
NA0 , the
the
shape
degree of
shape of
of the
the aperture,
aperture, the degree
of coherence, o,
o, the
from the plane
the deviation (if any) of the resist surface from
plane of
of perfect
focus
(called
the
defocus
distance),
8,
and
focus (called the defocus distance), 8, and of course
imaged. The
The theoretical
course the
the geometry
geometry of
ofthe
the feature
feature to
to be
be imaged.
theoretical
principles
principles required
required to model
model such
such a system was first
first given
givenby
byHopkins
Hopkins14
(4-6)
and have
have been
been applied
applied to
-61 and
to
the
problem of
of
the
problem
projection printing
printing(7(7-9).
-91.The
Theresults
results of
of such
such an analysis
analysis can
can be
be seen in Figure
Figure 1.
1.
When
photoresist film
reflecting substrate is exposed
When aa thin photoresist
film on
on a reflecting
atic light,
exposed to
to monochrom
monochromatic
light, standing
standing waves
waves are
produced
producedin
inthe
the resist.
resist. The effects of
of standing
standing waves
waves on
linewidth
control
and resolution have been
on
linewidth
control
been well
well documented
documented
do-14).
Several
methods
of
calculating
the
í10-14) Several methods of calculating thestanding
standing wave intensity
Is(z) have
have been
been proposed,
(13,14) but all have been in
proposed, (is.U)
intensity IS(z)
the form
form of
of numerical
numerical approximati
approximations.
ons. It can
be
shown
that
closed form
solution
for
can
be
shown
that
a
closed
form
solution
for
Is(z)
Is(z) exists
exists for
for the
the case of
projection
projection printing.
printing. Consider a homogeneou
homogeneouss thin photoresist
photoresist film of thickness
thickness D
D and
andcomplex
complex index
index of
of refraction n2
112
deposited
on
a
thick
substrate
with
complex
deposited on a
substrate with complex index
index of
of refraction
refraction n3
113 in an ambient
ambient environment
environment of
of index nl.
ni. Let
Let
E2(x,y,z)
E2(x,y,z) be
be the
the electric
electric field
field in
in the
the photoresist (see Figure 2). IfIf the
the film
film is
is illuminated
illuminated by a normally incident plane
plane
wave
Ej(x,y), the electric field within the resist
resist is
is given by
wave El(x,y),
exp(
exp( -i
- ik 2z) + P23tiD2exp(ik2z)
E2(x,y,z) = E7(x,y)ti12
1

+P12P23LD

(2)

2
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nj), the reflection coefficient
(ni-nj)/(ni
py == (niwhere Pij
ni) /(ni++nj),
coefficient
transmission coefficient
nj), the transmission
2ni/(ni
TIJ = 2ni
/(ni++nj),
resist
of the resist
TD == exp(-ik2D),
zD
exp(- ik2D),the
theinternal
internal transmittance
transmittance of
media j
ofmedia
kj = 2nni
/a , the
constantof
propagationconstant
the propagation
2nnj/A

ni
-iKj , the
of media j.
refraction of
of refraction
index of
complex index
the complex
nj == njnpLKj
112 can
pi2 and L12
weakly absorbing
absorbing film,
film, the
the imaginary
imaginary parts of P12
can be
be neglected
neglected and
and the
the intensity
intensity can be calculated
For a weakly
from

/s(z)
I
(z) =
=
S

I

,

-<
2e-az

1+ g(D-z)+Ip 23 2 e- (12(D-z)
1

ti

^ 12

1

+p12g(D)+p1221p2312e

a2D

(3)

where
2e-aA[re
{P23} cos (4nn2A /a) +im {P23 }sin(4nn2O /a))
2e
g(A)= =
whereg(0)

2
4nk2/A, the absorption coefficient of medium
a == 4nk2/A.,
medium 2.
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Figure 22 :: Geometry used
Figure
derivation of the
in
in the derivation
standing wave
wave intensity.

As
sinusoidally with
with aa period
period of
of A/2n2.
A/2n2. There
There
As can
can be
beseen
seenfrom
fromequation
equation(3),
(3),the
theintensity
intensity within
within the thin film varies sinusoidally
will
D) for
will be
be aa minimum
minimumintensity
intensity at
at the
the film-substrate
film- substrateinterface
interface (z(z==D)
for aa reflecting
reflectingsubstrate
substrate (p23
negative). This
(p23 negative).
minimum
e-flz accounts
accounts for
for absorption by the
minimum will
will be
be zero
zerofor
foraaperfectly
perfectlyreflecting
reflectingsubstrate
substrate (p23
(p23 == -1).
-1). The factor e-az
absorbance A.
A.
film, where az is called
called the absorbance
It is very common
The problem
problem then
then becomes
becomes that
thatof
oftwo
two or more
commontotohave
havemore
morethan
than one
one film
film coated
coated on
onaasubstrate.
substrate. The
absorbing thin
An analysis
analysis similar
similarto
to that
thatshown
shownabove
above for
for one film yields
absorbing
thin films
films on
on aa substrate.
substrate. An
yields the following
following result
result
the top
top film
film of
of an
an m
m-1
for the electric field in the
-1 layer
layer system:
exp( -- ik2z)
ik 2z) + P'23LD22exp(ik
p'23 i
exp(
2z)
E2(x,y,z) == E.(x,.Y,h12
E^y,)^ ————-————-———-————
E2(x,.y,z)
1 + p 12P 231D2

2

(4)
(4)

where
n2-n3X3
P,23

B 2 +B 3*3
n2+n3X3

1- P 34tiD3

X3

2

1 + P 341D32
"3-"4*4
n3-n4X4
13'34

Xm =

n3+n4X4

1

~

2
m,m+ 11LDm
Dm
~

1+ "m,m+l
Dm
m,m + Dm

m,m+l

2

nm-nm+l
nm+nm+l

tiDJ = exp( - IkJDi)

and all other parameters are defined
defined previously. The
The parameter
parameterp'23
p*23isisthe
theeffective
effectivereflection
reflectioncoefficient
coefficientbetween
between
it. AAgraph
graphof
ofequation
equation (4)
(4) is shown in Figure 3. If the thin film in question is not
the thin film and what lies beneath it.
from
the top film
film (layer
(layer 2),
2),the
the intensity
intensity can be
be calculated
calculated in layer j from
exp(
— ik z .) + p'
,i,A 2expdk JzJ)
z )
exp(-ikzj)+p'JJ+IZDJ2exp(ik
77
Jj + l ty
J J

Ei(x,.Y,z) = Ef(eff)t*

1+P * J-lJP'JJ+IyDJ2

(5)

where tt*j-ij
+ p*j-ij
*i_l,j == ll +p
*j_i j and
Y
n ,.
-n.
n
*
- i-1
J ~ l J-1
J~l
JJ
P * ~~
P J-1J n. Y. +n.

J-1 J-1

Y

J

1+p*J-2JILDJ-1 2

Y

1 -P*J-2J-1ZDj-12
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n`lY2-n3
n 2 Y2+ n3
1

Y2

2

+P12LD2
2

1

P12LD2

nl-n2
P12 =

E1(efi)Heft)

P12'D2

c * j-2j-iLDj-1

I* 23-1D3

'121D2

EI'14.

n+n

22
1 + P **
22 1+
231D'3

2
2
*
1 4- p*j-2j-1LDj-1
1+

looking in
p', looking
coefficient p',
the coefficient
to the
analogous to
is analogous
p* is
coefficient p*
reflection coefficient
effective reflection
Theeffective
layer j.j. The
is the distance into layer
zj is
and zj
the opposite direction.
however,
us, however,
valid. Let us,
not valid.
general, not
homogeneous the
the equations
equations above
above are,
are, in
in general,
not homogeneous
is not
question is
If the film in question
examine one
one special
special case
caseininwhich
whichthe
theinhomogeneity
inhomogeneitytakes
takes the
the form
formof
ofvariations
variations in
in the
the imaginery
imaginery part of the index
in
as in
az, as
no longer simply az,
is no
A is
of refraction
refractionof
ofthe
thefilm,
film,leaving
leavingthe
thereal
realpart
partconstant.
constant. In
In this
this case,
case, the
the absorbance
absorbance A
the homogeneous case, but
but becomes

A(z) =
A(z)

(6)
(6)

a(i)dz'

J
o

is used.
(6) is
expression for absorbance (6)
anisotropic expression
the anisotropic
validififthe
still valid
is still
(3) is
It can be
be shown
shownthat
that equation
equation (3)
2e -Alz)

Is(z) =
10112

l +g(D -z) +
1 + P12g (D) +

|2 -2A(D-z)
1p2312e2A(D -z)
2

(7)

2e -2A(D)

P121P231

absorption
the absorption
if the
found if
Is(z) can
can be found
im{p23}sin(4nn2A/A.)].
2e-^(A)[re{p23}cos(4nn2A/A)
g(L) ==2e-A(A)[re
{P23} cos( 4nn2A /1i)++im
{P23 }sin(4nn2A /1i)].Thus,
Thus, I5(z)
where g(A)
the
to the
related to
is related
coefficient is
absorption coefficient
AZ-type
an AZ
coefficient is
coefficient
is known
known as
as aa function
function of
of z.
z. For an
-type positive
positive photoresist,
photoresist, the absorption
< 15).
resist(15).
theresist
withinthe
materialwithin
sensitive material
of light
concentration of
light sensitive
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1.0
1 0

(8)

a(2)
= A m(z) + B
a(z)=Am(z)+B

where A,
A, BB are
aremeasurable
measurableconstants
constantsand
and
m(z)is isthethe
where
m(z)
relative
concentration
photoactive
relative
concentrationofof
photoactivecompound
compound(PAC).
(PAG).
m(z) isis discussed
discussed in
in the
the section
section Photoresist
Photoresist Exposure
Exposure Kinetics.
Kinetics.
Determining m(z)
CONTACT
CONTACT PRINTING
PRINTING
Unfortunately, the
Unfortunately,
the intensity
intensity within
within the resist
resist I(x,y,z)
I(x,y,z) is not separable for
for the cases
cases of
of proximity
proximity and contact
contact
printing. These
These lithographies
lithographies use
use aamask
masklocated
located some
some distance
distance zga
zgap above
above the
the resist
resist surface.
surface. The problem is then
one of
one
of calculating
calculatingthe
the diffraction
diffractionpattern
pattern emanating
emanating from
fromthe
themask
mask feature
feature and
and determining
determining how
how this
this pattern is
affected
affectedby
bythe
theresist-substrate
resist -substrate configuration.
configuration.
The
phenomenon of
(e.g.,
The phenomenon
ofdiffraction
diffractionhas
hasbeen
beenextensively
extensivelystudied
studiedand
andisis well
well documented
documentedininthe
the literature
literature (e.g.,

reference 16).
16). However,
problem are
prohibitively complicated
complicated and
practical
However,rigorous
rigoroustreatments
treatments of
of the
the problem
are prohibitively
and thus,
thus, practical
solutions make
The most
most common
common practical treatment
treatment of
of
solutions
make one
one or
or more
more simplifying
simplifying approximations
approximations or
or assumptions.
assumptions. The
diffraction is
Kirchoff. As
As with any
any approximate
approximate solution,
diffraction
is that given by Kirchoff.
solution, Kirchoff's
KirchofPs diffraction theory is
is appropriate
appropriate
conditions, and this region of validity
only under certain conditions,
validity is outlined below.
below. Of course,
course, any
any theory
theory is useful only
only if itit
be applied
applied to
Thus,aamethod
methodfor
forapplying
applyingKirchoff's
KirchofPs theory
theory to
to heterogeneous
can be
to realistic
realistic situations.
situations. Thus,
heterogeneous media
media (in
(in
particular
those media appropriate
appropriate to
to contact printing)
printing) will
will be given.
particular those

Consider an
A. The
Theelectric
electricfield
fieldatatsome
some
Consider
an electromagnetic
electromagneticwave
wave Uj
UI incident on a black
black screen
screen with
with an
an aperture A.
point P on
on the
the other
otherside
side of
of the
the screen
screen is given by KirchofPs
Kirchoff's diffraction
diffraction integral.
integral.
=
U(P)=

iff.....
I

I

4n J1 lA
}A

-

(9)
(9)

(U.dG/dn-GdUJdn)dS.
(UdG/dn- Gau /dn)dS
I
1

where
the direction
direction normal
normal to
to the aperture
apertureand
andGGisisGreen's
Green'sfunction
functionwhich
whichisisdefined
defined for
for aa homogeneous
homogeneous media
where n isis the

by

iks

G=-s
e

(10)

where s isis the
the distance
distance from
from the point PP totothe
thepoint
point(x,y,z)
(x,y,z) on
on the aperture
aperture A.
A. In
Ingeneral,
general,Green's
Green'sfunction
function can
can be
be
where
thought of as
as the
the response
responseof
ofthe
themedia
mediatotoa apoint
pointsource
sourcelocated
locatedatatP.P.Thus,
Thus,ififUi
U1isisknown
knownatatthe
theaperture,
aperture, U(P)
U(P) can
be
travelingin
inthe
be determined.
determined. As a specific
specific example,
example, consider a plane wave
wave EI traveling
direction which is diffracted by an
thez-z-direction
in the
the xx-y
plane. Equation
Equation(9)
(9) becomes
becomes
infinite slit of width
width w in
-y plane.
w

,P)
- dG(x ,P)

E
U(P)
—
U(P) == CC4n
4n .

(1D
+ik1 G(xs,P)Idxs

wI
2

where
where

1/0
iI 1/2

Z\

C =
=
C

I

yl^U+i).
(1+i).

KirchofPs
case of contact
media
Kirchoff'sintegral
integral applies
applies to
to diffraction
diffraction in
in aa homogeneous
homogeneousmedia.
media. For
For the
the case
contact printing, the media
consists of
2). If these layers are assumed
assumed to
ofseveral
several layers
layers of
ofdifferent
different material
material (Figure 2).
to be
be homogeneous within
within each
parallel to
to the
the plane
plane of
of the
the mask
mask (ie,
(ie, in
in the
the xx-y
layer, and are all parallel
-y plane),
plane), one
one can
can show
showthat
that the
the electric
electric field
field in
in the
second layer
calculated from
from
second
layer (the photoresist) can be calculated
U (P) =
Ux(P)
*

4nJ
4n J AA

(U.xdGlan-GaUxlan)dS
dG/dn-GdU r /dn}dS
&
'*

U
(P) =
(U. dG/dn-GdU,
/dn)dS
Uy(P)
(UyG/
dan-GdUyldn)dS
y
4nJ J AA *y
4n
b
2

nn

U(P)=
U(P) =

f r
f

'

Ann 2 J IA
JA
4nn2

(12)
(12 )

(U
Iz dG/dn-GdU lz/dn)dS.
(U12dGlan-GaUjzlan)dS

where the
(thephotoresist),
photoresist), Green's
Green's function
function takes
where
the Green's
Green'sfunction
functionhas
hasseveral
severalimportant
importantrestrictions.
restrictions. In
In layer
layer 22 (the

the form
(13 )
(13)

G = exp (ik2s)ls+g(P,Q))
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where
where Q = aa point on
on the
the aperture
aperture A
Q
to Q
fromPP to
distancefrom
s = distance
k2 = 2nn2/X

second derivatives
function g(P,Q)
the wave
wave equation
equation and
and have
have continuous first and second
derivatives within
within
be a solution of the
must be
g(P,Q) must
The function
across
continuous across
becontinuous
andbe
layerand
each layer
in each
continuous in
becontinuous
mustbe
dG/dz
andaG
Further, GGand
layer 2.
2. Further,
/az must
and at the boundaries of layer
the boundary of each
each layer.
layer.
an
on an
incident on
wave normally incident
above for a plane wave
given above
As an example of the use of these
these equations, consider that given
The
zero. The
(12) isis zero.
equations(12)
threeequations
the three
ofthe
lastof
thelast
thusthe
component, thus
wave, has no zz component,
slit. Ui,
incident wave,
Uj, the incident
infinitely long slit.
become
first two equations
equations become
w

dG(x P)
-¡dG(x,P)

U

.c^|¡ f
0<n
Ux(P) = C 4nx

4 n J _w
Wt

x

dz
dz

+ ik 1G(xS,P) l dx
dxs

2

w

U.
U

Uy(P)
(P) -C

dG(x ,P)
-; óG(x

4n

_

W

dz

(14)
mtP) I dx
dxs
ik.G(x
+ ik
1G(xs,P)

becomes
and the intensity at PP becomes
w

j
C —
I(P)=IT
=I [C
4n
1

1

dG(xs,P]
2¡ dG(xs,P)
w t

az
dz

(15)
12
,P)\dx
ik.G(x
+ ik
1G(x
js
I
Ss,P)1dx
I

2

for the
obtain for
would obtain
one would
expressionone
theexpression
tothe
identicalto
interesting to note that
that the
intensity isisidentical
above expression for intensity
the above
It is interesting
of aahomogeneous
homogeneousmedia
media (i.e.,
(i.e., from
fromequation
equation (11)),
(11)), the only difference being the choice of the
the Green's
Green's function.
case of
(15) will depend on
equation (15)
of equation
usefulness of
the usefulness
discussion we
wehave
haveplaced
placedmany
manyrestrictions
restrictionson
on G
G and the
on
above discussion
In the above
wave equation
homogeneous wave
thehomogeneous
satisfythe
mustsatisfy
function must
Green'sfunction
TheGreen's
G. The
for G.
function for
suitable function
our ability to determine a suitable
the
take the
must take
it must
and it
across each boundary, and
in each layer, it must be continuous and have a continuous first derivative across
response
the response
as the
ofas
thoughtof
be thought
can be
form of
ofequation
equation (13)
(13)ininlayer
layer 2.2. As
As was
was mentioned
mentioned previously, the Green's function can
shall
We shall
above. We
conditions above.
three conditions
meets the three
response meets
this response
that this
shown that
be shown
can be
of the
the system
system to
to aa point
point source
sourceatat P.
P. ItIt can
case.
specific case.
foraaspecific
functionfor
Green'sfunction
the Green's
now determine the

Q

Ambient

Resist E2(x,y,z)

zy

e

z

n

ap

b4

Figure
Figure 44 :: Geometry used
Green's
determining Green's
in
in determining
function.

n2

Substrate

field
electric field
The electric
Consider
medium which
which consists
consistsofofair
air over
overresist
resist over
over aa reflecting
reflecting substrate
substrate (Figure
(Figure 4).
4). The
Consider aa medium
distribution within
within the
the aperture
aperture AA due
duetotoaapoint
pointsource
sourceatatthe
thepoint
pointPP within
within the
the resist must
must be
be determined.
determined. An
An
distribution
IV (1985)
Microlithography IV
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Vol. 538 Optical
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due to
to aa point
point source
source Q within
equivalent though conceptually simpler problem
problem isis determining
determining the electric
electric field
field at
at P due
Consider the
thegeometry
geometry shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 4.
4. For
Forsimplicity,
simplicity,the
thecoordinate
coordinate system
system has
hasbeen
beendefined
defined so
so
the aperture. Consider
that zz =0
= 0 on
on the
theresist
resistsurface.
surface. AAgeometrical
geometrical approach
approach will
will be used in
that
in which
which the
the electric
electricfield
fieldatatan
an arbitrary
arbitrary point

thesum
sumof
ofthe
the rays
rays emanating
emanating from
from the point source
in the resist
resist PP isisthe
sourceQQwhich
whichpass
passthrough
throughP.P. The
The first
first ray
ray is
is
P(x,z). Using Snell's Law
simply refracted
refracted at
at the resist surface to pass through P(x,z).
Law and the geometry
geometry of
ofthe
thesituation:
situation:
ao
/cos(J>
a° —= zzg/cos
2/cos6
b6 ==z/cose

n

= _(1(1-C03431

nnl,

2

sin
V
sin2e)1/2

(16)

cos8
(1 --sin2e)1/2
cose = (1

more complicated
complicated than it
it may seem.
seem. The function 0(z,zg,x)
6(z,zg,x) is transcendental
and must
mustbe
be
Determing the angle 06 isismore
transcendental and
solved iteratively.
The transmission
transmissionand
andreflection
reflectioncoefficients
coefficients must
mustbe
be defined
defined for oblique incidence.
solved
iteratively. The
incidence.
2n1coscp

nn1coS4)
cos<J> +
n
+ n2COSe

L12

n 2cose - n 1cos4)
P21
21 = n2cose
21
n cos6 ++ri1COSß
n cos<J>

nn2cose
2cos6 (n 32 -n
22sin 29) 1/2
- (n32n22sin20)1/2
P23

(17)
(17)

n2cos0 + (n32- n22sin20)1/2

Since
Since either
either parallel
parallel or
or perpendicular
perpendicular polarization
polarization will
will yield
yield equivalent
equivalent results,
results, perpendicular polarization has been
chosen. The electric field due to a ray with no reflections E0
E 0 becomes
becomes
chosen.
1L12(e)
12(G)
E=
9b}).
E = ——-exp(-Hk.a+k
exp(- ilk la. +k2b°1).

aa+o
+b

°

A

(18)
(18)

z

The
thethe
substrate).
The next
next ray
ray to
to be
be considered
consideredhas
hasone
onereflection
reflection(off
(off
substrate).Let
Letaial be
be the
the distance
distance the ray travels in air
bi the
the distance
distance the
the ray
raytravels
travelsininthe
theresist.
resist.ItItcan
canbe
beshown
shownthat
thatequations
equations(16)
(16)will
willgive
give the
the proper
proper results
results ifif the
and b1
variable
is replaced
replaced by
variable z is
by zi
zl where

Zl
= 2D-z.
z1=2D-z.

(19)

reflectionsequations
equations(16)
(16) are true when zz isisreplaced
replaced by zn
zn where
where
Similarly, after nn reflections
(20)
(20)

_ InD
\nD ++ zz
for nn even
even
,, for
Z n ~ \(n
l)D - -z,
2 , for
for nn odd.
odd.
In ++1)D
zn

The
The expression
expression for
forthe
theelectric
electricfield
fieldcaused
causedby
bya aray
rayundergoing
undergoingnn reflections
reflections becomes,
becomes,for
for nn even:
even:

i12(e)[P
(e)P (e)]'l/2
L12(e) p23(0)p21(8)1nP2

E
E _= J±
nn

«

a
+ b
ann +b
n
n

:

eocp(-i(k
1 a +k 0b ])
exp(-ilklarr+k2brrl)
I n

2 n

odd:
for n odd:
SPIE
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(21)

i-D/2
-1)12

zie (8)p23(0)[P23(0)P21(0)11n

E =

n
n=

exp(-1iklan+k2bn1) .

a +b

a nn + b nn

of each ray.
sum of
the sum
then the
is then
The total electric field
field at
at the
the point P(x,z) is
(22)

G- Lh,)
n=0

(22) converges very
series (22)
the series
Fortunately,
Fortunately, the
very rapidly,
rapidly, within five
five or
or six
sixterms
terms using
using typical
typical resist
resist parameters.
parameters.

Printing—
—Contact
-Contact Printing.7 pm
Mask-Wafer
Mask -Wafer Gap
Gap == .7
Wavelength
Wavelength == 405
405 nm
nm
p
.8 pm
Thickness = .8
Resist Thickness
Resist
pm
0 pm
Zo = 0
Zo

i.o
1.0

Diffraction pattern
Figure
Figure 55 : Diffraction
infinite
an infinite
for an
resist for
the resist
within the
:

a

slit.
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m
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¢
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0.0
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0.6
0.0
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of Mask
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1.0

-Oriel Contact PrinterWavelength
Wavelength == 405
405 nm
nm
ym
.8 pm
Thickness = .8
Resist Thickness
Resist

Wave"
"Standing Wave"
Figure 66 :: "Standing
Figure
for contact printing.
pattern
pattern for
0.8
QJ

> 0.6
QJ

tr
Q 0.4
0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.8
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.6
into the Resist (microns)
Depth into
Depth

0.9

1.00

1

Using the above
above formulation
formulation of
ofGreen's
Green'sfunction,
function,the
theintensity
intensitywithin
withinthe
the resist
resist can
can be
bedetermined
determined using
using equation
equation
Kirchoff s integral
shown in Figures 5 and 6. Kirchoff's
contact printing situation are shown
for a typical contact
The results for
(15). The
(15).
integral has been
been
for
inappropriate for
of solution inappropriate
type of
thisType
makingthis
wavelength,making
aboutaawavelength,
than about
greater than
found
found to
to be
be valid
valid for
forvalues
valuesof
of z«ap
zap greater
of
one of
becomes one
<!?>. The
wavelength1171.
Zgapcan
can be
be much
much less
less than
than aa wavelength
The problem
problem then
then becomes
conformable contact
conformable
contact printing,
printing, where zgap
(is.isj.
conditions
boundaryconditions
setofofboundary
givenset
foraagiven
equationsfor
Maxwell's equations
solving Maxwell's
)18,19).
Optical Microlithography IV (1985)
Vol. 538 Optical
SPIE Vol.
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PHOTORESIST EXPOSURE KINETICS
AZ-type
The standard AZ
-type positive
positive photoresist
photoresist is
is composed
composedofofthree
threeparts;
parts;aasolvent
solventS,S, aa resin
resin R,
R, and a photoactive
photoactive
compound
exposed to
compound (PAC),
(PAC), also
alsocalled
calledan
an inhibitor,
inhibitor, M.
M. When exposed
to UV
UVradiation,
radiation, the PAC
PAC reacts
reacts to
to form
formaaproduct
product P.
P.
M
>P
M -P

(23)

The
dissolution of
of the resist
resist in
in developer
developer (which is usually a basic aqueous solution), whereas the
The PAC
PAC inhibits
inhibits the
the dissolution
product
product enhances
enhances dissolution
dissolution of
ofthe
theresist,
resist,thus
thusgiving
givingthe
theresist
resistits
itsimage
imagereproduction
reproductionproperties.
properties.An
Anunderstanding
understanding
of
exposure reaction
of the
the kinetics
kinetics of
of the
the exposure
reaction (23)
(23) allows
allowsone
onetotodetermine
determinethe
the amount
amount of
of PAC
PAC that
that reacts for
for aa given
given
exposure time
The result
result of
of a kinetic analysis is
exposure
time and
and intensity.
intensity. The
is
M == Mo
M o exp(-clt)
M
Pxp(-c/t)

(24)

M0 == initial
initialPAC
PACconcentration
concentration(i.e.,
(i.e.,before
before exposure)
exposure)
where Mo
rateconstant
constant
cc ==rate
exposure intensity
I == exposure
exposure time.
time.
t ==exposure
Although equation (24) applies to monochromatic
monochromatic radiation,
radiation, it can be applied also to
to polychromatic
polychromatic exposure
exposure when
when cc
is replaced by ce
ceffff as defined by
Jc(A)yA)dA
f c(A) /R(A)dÀ
eeff

(25)

fSD(A)[R(a)dA
JSD(\)IR(\)d\

c(A) == exposure
where c(À)
exposure constant
constant at wavelength AA
SD(A)
SD(A)==spectral
spectralsensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the detector
detector used
used to
tomeasure
measure the
the light
light
IR(A) == relative intensity
intensityof
of the
the source
source at wavelength A
A
Ig(A)
and the intensity
inequation
equation(24)
(24) becomes
becomes the measured intensity.
intensity I in
exposing light
As was
was discussed
discussed in
in the
the previous
previous section,
section, the
the intensity of the exposing
light is a function of
of position within the
resist. It is also a function
function of time
time due to the changing
changing concentration
concentration of
of PAC
PAC during
during exposure.
exposure. If the image
image in
in
question is an infinitely long slit
slit in
in the
the yy-direction,
is a function of x, zz and
direction, the intensity
intensity is
and t.t. Equation
Equation (24)
(24) becomes
becomes

—Projection
Printing—
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Exposure
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ISOmJmJ/cm*
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Resist
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m(x,z,t) = exp(-c7(x,z,t)t)
exp(-d(x,z,t)t)
m(x,z,t)

(26)

where
PAC concentration,
concentration, m,
simply M/Mo.
M/M0 . Using
where the
the relative PAC
m, is
is simply
Using the
the analysis
analysis techniques described
for standing
standing
described for
waves,
small
time
increments
waves, one
onecan
candetermine
determine I(x,z,0).
I(x,z,0). IfIfwe
wedivide
dividethe
theexposure
exposuretime
timeinto
intoa aseries
seriesofof
small
time
incrementsAtAtsosothat
thattt
= Est,
EAt, we
wecan
can calculate
calculate the
the relative
relative PAC
PAC concentration
concentration after
after an
anexposure
exposureofofAt
Atduration.
duration. Knowing
Knowing m(x,z)
m(x,z) at time
At,
(7). This can then be used to
m(x,z,2At), and
and so on
At, we
wecan
canrecalculate
recalculate I(x,z,At)
I(x,z,4t) using equation (7).
to calculate m(x,z,20t),
on until the
time
reached. AAplot
plotof
ofm(0,z,t)
m(0,z,t) for
foraatypical
typical exposure
exposure is
is shown
shown in Figure 7.
time tt isisreached.
DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM
Once m(x,z)
m(x,z) is
is known
known for
for the
the exposed
exposed photoresist, a development model
model can
Once
can be
be used to
to predict what parts
parts of
of the
dissolved by
purpose, one must know the rate
rate of
of dissolution
dissolution of
resist will be dissolved
by the
the developer.
developer. For this purpose,
of the resist
resist as
as aa
function of
development rate
function
ofthe
the relative
relative PAC
PAC concentration
concentration m(x,z).
m(x,z). Previous attempts at defining aa development
rate equation
equation have
have

been empirical
empirical "curve"curve-fits"
data1151
< 15) and
fits" of experimental
experimental data
andpseudo-empirical
pseudo -empiricalfits
fitswhere
wherean
anassumed
assumed form
form is
is given to the
development rate
determined from
from the experimental
experimental data
development
rate curve
curve and
and appropriate constants are determined
data (2o).
(20). The assumed
assumed
shape, however,
more appropriate
shape,
however, has
has no
no physical
physical basis
basis and,
and, therefore,
therefore, isis still
still empirical
empirical in
in nature.
nature. AAmore
appropriatedevelopment
development
model should be based on the chemical
chemical process
process of development
rate model
development and
and should be
be derived from a kinetic analysis
analysis of
of
this process.
this
The development of aa resist
diffusion of
of developer from the bulk solution
resist involves three processes: diffusion
solution to
to the
the surface
surface of
of
the resist,
resist, reaction
reaction of
diffusion of
of the
the developer
developer with
with the resist, and diffusion
ofthe
the product
productback
backinto
intothe
thesolution.
solution. For
For this
this
that the
thelast
laststep,
step,diffusion
diffusion of
of the
the dissolved
dissolved resist
resist into
into solution,
solution, occurs
occurs very quickly so
analysis we shall assume that
so that
this step may be ignored. Let
Letus
usnow
now look
look at
at the
the first
firsttwo
two steps
steps in
in the
theproposed
proposed mechanism.
mechanism.The
Thediffusion
diffusionofofdeveloper
developer
to the resist surface can be described with the simple diffusion
diffusion rate
rate equation:
rD = -kD(D -Dy)

(27)

where rp
TD ==rate
rateofofdiffusion
diffusionof
ofthe
the developer
developer to the resist
resist surface
D == bulk
bulkdeveloper
developer concentration
D
Ds ==developer
DS
developerconcentration
concentration at
at the
the resist surface
ko= rate
rate constant.
constant.
kp=
We shall now
now propose
We
proposeaamechanism
mechanism for
forthe
thereaction
reaction of
ofdeveloper
developerwith
withthe
theresist.
resist. The resin is somewhat
somewhat soluble
soluble in
the developer
developer solution,
solution, but
but the presence
presence of
of the
the PAC
PACacts
actsas
asan
an inhibitor
inhibitor to
to dissolution,
dissolution, making the development
development rate
rate
very
very slow.
slow. The
The product
product P,
P, however,
however,isisvery
verysoluble
solubleinindeveloper.
developer.The
Thepresence
presenceofofPP enhances
enhances the dissolution
dissolution rate
rate of
of
the resin.
Let us assume that
moleculesof
ofproduct
product PPmust
mustbebepresent
resin. Let
that nnmolecules
presentininorder
ordertotodissolve
dissolveaaresin
resinmolecule.
molecule. The
The
rate of the reaction is
'a=-W"
rR = - kRI)yPn

(28)

where ra
TR ==the
therate
rateofofreaction
reactionof
ofthe
the developer
developer with the resist
kR = rate
rate constant.
constant.
kg
From the stoichiometry of the exposure reaction
(29)
<29)

PP ==M-M
M-M

two steps
one reaction follows
Thus, the
The two
steps outlined above
above are
are in series, i.e., one
follows the
the other.
other. Thus,
the two
two steps
steps will
will come
come to a
steady state
state such
such that
that
(30)

rR =rD =r

Equating the
the two
two rate
rate equations,
equations, one
one can
can derive
derive an
an expression
expression for the
Equating
the development
development rate
rate r,r,

r = r max.
maz

(a + 1)(1 - m)n

aa+(1
+ (1. - m)
m). nn

(3D
(31)
+ r mi n

where
development rate (nm/sec)
(nm/sec)
where r == development
rate of
of fully exposed resist
rmax = development rate
216 //SP
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Vol. 538 Optical Microlithography
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kDD

- - kvikOf: +

r max -

rmin
rate of
of unexposed resist
rmin = development rate
developerselectivity
selectivity(an
(anexperimentally
experimentallydetermined
determinedconstant)
n = =developer
constant)
a =-kD/kRMon
ko/kRM0n

a=

(n +1)

(n -1)

(1 -m TN )n

mTH == the threshold relative
relative PAC concentration.
mTH
mth
= 0.5
mth=0.5
n=3
n=3

1.0

n=5
n=5

n=10
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n = 20
n=20

Relative Development
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Figure 88 :: Theoretical
Theoreticaldevelopdevelopment rate curves using equation
(31).
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development rate curve exhibits
which the development
The
The threshold
threshold concentration
concentrationisisdefined
definedasasthe
thevalue
valueofofmm at which
exhibits a point of
inflection, ie,
der
9

0 .
=
=0.

mTtl
T>u
dm2
dm m
1 ti

in
resist in
of resist
dissolutionof
ofdissolution
rateof
the rate
to define the
order to
rmin , n, and mm
rmax , rmin,
constants rmax,
The rate constants
mTH must
must be determined in order
of the developer towards the
selectivity of
of as a selectivity
thought of
be thought
can be
the developer.
developer. From a resist processing point of view
view n can
describes the threshold
HITH describes
course, mTH
Of course,
exposedresist
resist(Figure
(Figure8).8).Higher
Highervalues
valuesofofnn result in higher selectivity. Of
exposed
mTH give
effect
effectof
ofdevelopment.
development.Values
Valuesofofmm<< mTH
mTHresult
result in
in very
veryhigh
high development
developmentrates,
rates, whereas
whereas values
values of
of m
m > mTH
give
but
D, but
rmax is proportional to
very
very low
lowdevelopment
developmentrates.
rates. Also,
Also,one
oneshould
shouldnote
notethat
that rmax
to the developer concentration
concentration D,
used.
developer used.
anddeveloper
resistand
theresist
on the
dependenton
aredependent
however,are
prarmeters,however,
All
D.All
of D.
independent of
are independent
mTH and
mTii
and nn are
prarmeters,
<i5> for
al,(15)
Dill,etetal,
byDill,
collectedby
datacollected
Experimentaldata
Experimental
forAZ1350
AZ1350resist
resist with
with 1:1
1:1 AZ
AZdeveloper
developer (Figure
(Figure 9) is described very well
I.
Table I.
in Table
given in
by (31)
(31) with
with the
the constants
constants given

The reaction mechanism model
model proposed
proposed above
aboveaddresses
addressesmany
manyof
ofthe
theproblems
problemsassociated
associatedwith
with earlier
earlier empirical
The
process on microscopic
development process
the development
into the
the model gives insight
models. Physically, the
insight into
microscopic and
and macroscopic
macroscopiclevels.
levels. The
The
models.
threshold behavior of
of resist
resist development
development isis well
wellknown,
known,but
butcan
cannow
nowbebequantified
quantifiedby
by mTH.
mTH. This
This parameter,
parameter, along
resist-developer
differentresist
performanceofofdifferent
theperformance
comparethe
usedtotocompare
canbebeused
selectivity term n,n,can
with
with the selectivity
-developer systems
systems in
in a
70°C
of aa 70
use of
the use
way. For
°Cprebake
prebakewas
wasshown
shownininTable
TableIItotogive
giveaa higher
higher selectivity
selectivity than
than a
example, the
For example,
meaningful way.
to
used to
be used
general, be
Also, empirical models can not, in general,
100°C
100 °Cprebake,
prebake,making
makingthe
thelatter
lattertemperature
temperature less
less desirable.
desirable. Also,
developer
describe other
other development
developmentprocesses
processesininwhich
whichexperimental
experimentalconditions
conditionshave
havechanged.
changed. Variations
Variations in developer
describe
rmax .
of rmax.
different value of
concentration,for
forexample,
example,dodonot
notrequire
requirethe
theuse
use of
of aa new
new set
set of
of parameters,
parameters, only
only a different
concentration,
in inM0
a change
as as
Variations in
in prebake
prebake conditions
conditionscan
canalso
alsobebemodeled
modeled
a change
Moand
andnew
newvalues
valuesofofrmax
rmaxand
andnn can
can be
be
Variations
predicted using
dependence of
temperature dependence
The temperature
determined.
determined. The
of the
the vairous
vairous parameters
parameters can
can also
also be
be predicted
using the
the standard
Arrhenius plots to
to determine
determine activiation
activiation energies.
energies.

TABLE I
et.al.al.(15).
Dill,et.
dataofofDill,
experimentaldata
AZ developer, based on the experimental
1:1 AZ
in1:1
AZ1350Jin
forAZ1350J
Parameters for
Development Parameters

70°C
Prebakeatat70
Prebake
°C
11 hour

100°C
Prebakeatat100
Prebake
°C
11 hour
hour

rmax
rmax == 55 nm/s

21 nm/s
rmax
rmax == 21

n = 6

n=6

= 5
nn=5

0.61
mTH = 0.61
mTH

0-61
niTH = 0.61
mTH

rmin
rmin == 0.15 nm/s

rmin
rmin == 22 nm/s
nm/s .

DISCUSSION AND
AND RESULTS
projection, proximity and
of projection,
processes of
the processes
model the
can model
one can
above one
described above
Using the principles
techniques described
and techniques
principles and
profiles are given in Figures
Two predicted profiles
profile. Two
model is a predicted resist profile.
such aa model
of such
resultof
The result
contact
contact printing.
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